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Reflexes of the Nominative/Accusatlve Singular Feminine Forms 
of the Old English Demonstrative se in La3amon 's Brut 
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O . Introduction 
Middle English was undoubtedly a period of great change. During 
this period there was a shiit in vocabulary, an almost pure Germanic 
language becoming a mixed one. Grammatically, it was marked by a 
general reduction of inflectional endings. " At the beginning of the 
period English is a language which must be learned like a foreign 
tongue; at the end it is Modern English," as Albert C. Baugh puts it.(1) 
As the old system decayed, there was a need to develop a new 
one to replace it. This might be an oversimplification, for the process 
of decay and that of new development interact with each other; 
innovations on the old system themselves, for example, can be 
construed as a decay of the system. In any case, grammatical functions 
so far performed by inflectional endings had to be fulfilled in a different 
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way, or discarded. 
'' There seem to have been various attempts to improve " on the 
existing system, but the end result was confusion or, we might even 
say, chaos. Along with the fact that the language differed considerably 
from time to time and from place to place, the same text showed quite 
a diversity within itself. Such Middle English chaos, however, was not 
brought about by a collection of random changes, but by a set of logical 
changes with " a limited scope of application. Each innovation or 
analogical extension makes sense in its own way, but as they are 
applied rather capriciously, confusion results. 
There is a further complication. The old system does not lose the 
battle without a struggle. It not only resists change, but sometimes 
shows analogical extension itself, adding to the confusion. The 
discussion that follows, on reflexes of the nominative/accusative singular 
feminine forms of the Old English demonstrative se in early Middle 
English, is an example of the interaction between the old and the new 
systems, and of logicality within chaos. 
1. Text 
The text examined for this discussion is a metrical chronicle known 
as La5amon's Brut,(2) which was written in a dialect of the Central West 
Midlands. It survives in two manuscripts, Cotton Caligula A. ix and 
Cotton Otho C. xiii (henceforth Cal. and Otho respectively) , both of 
which seem to have been written in the second half of the thirteenth 
century, though the former was once thought to have been written half 
a century earlier than the latter. (3) 
Cal. appears to be closer to the original with the language more 
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archaic than that of Otho, which shortened and modernized La5amon's 
narrative. Although the Brut is based primarily upon Wace's Anglo-
Norman Roman de Brut, which itself is an adaptation of Geoffrey of 
Monmouth's Historia Regum Britanniae, it can be regarded as an original 
composition with French influence upon the language being almost 
negligible. This is in view of the fact that it has twice the length of 
Wace's chronicle and that La3amon apparently tried to write an ancient 
form of English, preferring Anglo-Saxon words to those of French origin 
and occasionally even coining quasi-Anglo-Saxon poetic compounds (cf. A 
Manual of the Writings, pp. 2613-17) . 
Thus La3amon's Brut, surviving in two manuscript versions, one 
deliberately archaic and the other modernized, is ideal material for the 
diachronic study of early Middle English. 
2 . Gender-Distinctive Forms of the Demonstrative se 
2.1 Problems 
In discussing demonstrative forms we face difficulties due to a lack 
of information on vowel length: the same spelling pe, for example, might 
represent two distinct fornrs, one with a short vowel and the other with 
a long one. It is theoretically possible that pe found with fem. nouns in 
nom. sg. contexts had a long vowel, as it could be regarded as a normal 
development of OE. s~0 with analogical p- from the oblique cases,(*) 
though the OE. form itself is assumed to have had a variant with a 
short vowel. It is unlikely, however, that it always retained its vowel 
quantity, as demonstratives rarely carry full stress and long vowels in an 
unstressed syllable tend to be shortened. Thus vowel length is too 
unreliable and too inconsistent to be a distinctive feature of 
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demonstrative forms. Therefore it poses practically no real problem if 
we ignore the length of the vowel. 
2.2 The Distribution of Forms 
The following table shows the occurrence of gender-distinctive forms 
of the demonstrative se mapped against the historical gender of the 
nouns with which they are explicitly in construction.(5) Forms found post-
prepositionally are discussed separately, as it is sometimes impossible to 
determine the case in which they stand. Emendations regarding the 
demonstrative forms and their head nouns are ignored. The data are 
from the first 8020 Iines of Cal. and the corresponding part of Otho. 
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The table above shows that historical gender congnlence is 
generally well preserved in both texts. In nom. sg. contexts Cal. 
distinguishes three genders fairly well by pe, pa and pVt (V=voweD . It 
is true that pV tends to be used indiscriminately and is, in fact, Ieveled 
out to pe and has lost its gender-distinctive force in Otho, but still there 
are a 73.1% probability of pe and a 89.3% probability of pa indicating 
respectively the masc. and the fem. gender, probabilities strong enough 
to enable us to distinguish one gender from the other quite reasonably 
where enough data are available. Both texts distinguish the masc. and 
neut. on the one hand and the fem. on the other by pVs and pVre in 
gen. sg. contexts and by pVn and pVre in dat. sg. contexts. In acc. sg. 
contexts three genders are unambiguously marked by pVne, pV and pVt. 
There are, however, occasional deviations from historical gender 
congruence. While some of them seem to be a result of gender change 
or confusion, others are found without any regard to gender. Firstly, pV 
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is increasingly found in all case contexts irrespective of gender; 
secondly, pVt is found with non-neuts. in all case contexts but gen.; 
thirdly, pVn is found with fems. increasingly in dat. contexts; fourthly, 
pVne is found with non-mascs. in acc. sg. contexts ; and finally, only in 
Otho, pVre is found with non-fems. in dat. sg. contexts. The first two 
along with a development of indeclinable pis, which is not a part of the 
discussion, might be regarded as constituting an incipient stage of the 
present system of defining words, the, that and this . 
2.3 The Nominative/Accusative Singular Feminine Forms in Detail (OE. s~olpa~) 
In Cal., the form most irequently found with historically fem. nouns 
m nom. sg. contexts is pa, representing 60.2% (62/103) of all 
occurrences of the forms in question here. There are 31 occurrences of 
pe and 3 each of peo and p~. The nouns with which pe, the form 
dominantly found with mascs. in the same contexts, is found in 
construction are boc 'book' (1. 1860) , burh 'city' (11. 1015, 1455, 3017, 
4777 and 7102) , dic 'ditch' (1. 7721) , du5e~e 'people ' (1. 7130) , 
ferde 'arm! (11. 2476, 4260 and 5122) , Ia5e law' (1. 3146) , leefdi lady' 
(1. 630) , moder 'mother' (11. 2003 and 2539) , niht 'night' (1. 3770) , 
non 'noon' (1. 7006) , nunne 'nun' (1. 7855) , quene 'queen' (11. 1761, 
1803, 2238 and 5561) , Rouuenne 'Rouwenne' (1. 7165) , sx 'sea' (ll. 
4671, 5587 and 5990) , s~e5e 'saying' (1. 2221) , seruuinge 'service' (1. 
4038) , spxche 'speech' (1. 2005) , sunne 'sun' (1. 3609) and weorld 
'world' (1. 5113) . While the dominant fem. form pa does not occur in 
construction with boc, Ia5e, moder, niht, non, sx5e or seruuinge in the 
contexts in question, it is found once each with du5e~e, spxche, sunne 
and weorld, twice each with lxfdi and nunne, 3 times each with dic, 
Rouuenne and s~e, 5 times with burh, 9 times with quene and 10 times 
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with ferde. The instances with more frequently employed words such as 
burh, quene and ferde seem to justify the supposition that pe is merely 
an occasional variation of pa, as these nouns are mostly found in 
construction with the dominant form (50.0% (5/10) , 69.2% (9/13) and 
76.9% (10/13) of the times respectively) . In acc. sg. contexts there 
are 89 occurrences of pa, which accounts for 61.0% (89/146) of all 
occurrences of the forms found with fems. in the contexts in question, 
38 of pe, 6 of px, 2 of peo and I each of pea and to . There does not 
seem to be any difference retained between the nom. and the acc. 
f orms . 
There are also four instances each in nom. and acc. contexts of 
unhistorical pat and four of pVn (e) (two of pan and one each of pane 
and pene) in acc. contexts, accounting for 3.9% (4/103) , 2.8% (4/145) 
and 2.8% (4/145) of all occurrences of the forms found with fems. in 
the respective contexts in question. They are not of concern for this 
discussion. 
In Otho, pe is the only forrn found in both nom. and acc. sg. 
contexts (78 and 85 instances respectively) with the exception of 14 
occurrences of unhistorical pVn (e) (9 of pane and 5 of pan) and I of 
pare in acc. contexts, accounting respectively for 14.0% (14/100) and 
1.0% (1/100) of all occurrences of the forms found with fems. in the 
contexts in question. Various pV-fonns found in Cal. including the 
dominant form pa are leveled out to pe . The situation is the same in 
pl. contexts, where pe, found 165 and 103 times respectively in nom. 
and acc. contexts, has become the only pV-form except for a single 
occurrence of pa (in nom. contexts) and two of peo (one each in nom. 
and acc. contexts) . 
What is being witnessed here is the process of the leveling out of 
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various pV-forms, which is consistent with the general tendency of the 
language: reduction of inflection. They became less gender-distinctive as 
their interchangeable use spread, and completely ceased to be so, when 
they coalesced into the one and only form pe. Thus, generally speaking, 
roles played by various vowels in pV-forms were greatly reduced as the 
language developed. 
There are, however, a few instances of what appears to be 
analogical extension of the feminine forms, which defy this general 
tendency. They owe their formal existence solely to the distinction of 
vowels in pV, whose roles, as we have seen, are very much reduced. 
What follows is an account of this relatively minor but interesting 
development. 
3 . Analogical Extension of the Feminine FormS 
In Cal., the form most frequently found with historically masc. 
nouns in nom. sg. contexts is pe, representing 93.6% (671/717) of all 
occurrences of the forms in question here. The other pV-forms are pa, 
px and peo, found respectively 25, 6 and 5 times. They might easily be 
explained away as occasional variations of pe in view of the fact that 
various pV-forms are found interchangeably in pl. contexts. The 
following is a list of historically masc. nouns with which they are found 
in construction: 
pa: 
b~er 'boar' (1. 850) , clude 'cliff' (1. 959) , d~ei 'day' (1. 665) , 
glad-scipe 'joy' (1. 4188) , king 'king' (11. 1610, 2415, 4168, 
6697, 6893 and 7480) , Iicame 'body' (1. 2509) , mon 'man' (11. 
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880, 2121 and 6319) , stiward 'steward' (1. 727) , (leod-)swike 
'traitor' (11. 6459 and 6466) , tur 'tower' (1. 3878) , wal 'wall' 
(1. 6203) , weop 'weeping' (1. 2978) and wafmon 'woman' (11. 




(1. 6529) , king 





6452) , mon 
7109) 





sca~ e 'monster' (1. 7456) and 
might be an adoption of OF. 
OE. torr (masc.) ;(6) the other 
less feminine than masculine: 
wafmon (11. 135, 139, 142 and 5947) 
tur (fem.) rather than a survival 



















post- pre positionally: 
pVre (11. 3398 and 3874) , -re (ll. 
3033, 3885 and 3987) 
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While the dominant form pe does not occur in construction with 
b~r, clude, glad-scipe, Iicame, pl~~5e, tun or weop in the contexts in 
question, it is found once each with scade and stiward, 3 times with 
wal, 5 times with wafman, 6 times with (leod-)swike, 19 times with 
dxi, 28 times with mon and 371 times with king. The instances 
with more frequently employed words such as d~ei, mon and king 
seem to justify the supposition that pa and px are merely occasional 
variations of pe , as these nouns are mostly found in construction 
with the dominant form (90.5% (19/21) , 87.5% (28/32) and 97.9% 
(371/379) of the times respectively) . 
Instances with wafmon, however, are quite different. In nom. 
sg. contexts it is found five times each with pe and pa and four 
times with peo . Considering that pV-forms other than pe are only 
marginally used (5.1% (36/707) of the times) , the percentage of 
their occurrence here is unexpectedly high (64.3% (9114) ) . 
An obvious explanation for this irregularity is a triumph of sex 
over gender, i.e. these instances, especially those of pa, which is 
the dominant feminine form, show interference of the female 
meaning of the word with its masculine form, or analogical 
extension of the feminine forms of the demonstrative to the 
masculine noun with a female meaning. This is nothing new. A 
sense of sex seems to have been strong enough to break the bonds 
of grammatical gender even in Old English, when grammatical 
gender was in full force, and we occasionally find wa~:fmon with seo, 
the feminine form of the demonstrative se.(') But finding it at a 
time when pV-forms were becoming less and less marked is rather 
siguificant. It is astonishing how the old system tries to preserve 
and even expand itself until the last moment. 
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Consider the following uses of peo, possibly a development of 
OE. s~o with analogical p- from the oblique cases. Of all five 
occurrences of peo, four are found with a female word wafmon (see 
above) and the other with a common sex word scade ' monster, ' 
which in this particular case denotes a female being: 
ba heo hine imette: u~ire heo hine lgrette 
he wende bat hit weore s0~: bat beo sca6e s~ide. (Cal. Il. 
7451-56) (8) 
when she met him, she greeted him politely. 
he thought that it was tue, what the monster said. 
The other instances found with scade or its compound in the same 
contexts are: 
& ipus he h~5e sca6e: ferde to helle. (Cal. 1. 963) 
and thus the great monster went to hell. 
and ~ft to bare s~ wende. be w~Id-sc~6e lu~ere: (Cal. l. 
3213) 
and then went back to the sea the evil monster. 
Both seem to refer to 
instances are very much 
sex of a scade through 
masculine denoting males 
mal  monsters. So it seems, though 
limited, that they tried to distinguish 
the use of the demonstrative form, 







The discussion presented here has been concerned with the reflexes 
of the nominative/accusative singular feminine forms of the Old English 
demonstrative se and their analogical extension in La5amon's Brut. 
These minor developments, soon to be lost as the process of general 
inflectional reduction continued, are virtually of no significance to the 
subsequent history of the language, but they do show something about 
the nature of confusion that , English was in during its most chaotic 
period. There was an overriding tendency toward simplification, a 
struggle between the old and the new and between form and meaning, 
resulting in confusion, and yet some logicality, within all this chaos. 
Middle English was undoubtedly a period of great change and confusion, 
but it must be born in mind that the chaos was a result of capricious 
application, not of illogicality of the changes themselves. 
Notes 
(1) A History of the English Language, 4th ed. (London: Routledge, 1993) , p.154. 
(2) La5amon: Brut, ed. G. L. Brook and R. F. Leslie, I, Early English Text 
Society, 250 (London: Oxford University Press, 1963) . A11 subsequent 
references to Brut will be to this edition. 
(3) Cf. A Manual of the Writings in Middle English 1050-1500, vol. 8, ed. A. E. 
Hartung (Hamden: The Connecticut Academy of Arts and Sciences, 1989) , 
2613. 
(4) Cf. Paul Hoffmann, Das Grammatische Genus in La5amons Brut, Studien zur 
Englischen Philologie 36 (Halle: Max Niemeyer, 1909) , p. 8. 
(5) Those forms found inexplicitly with their head nouns or with nouns whose 
gender is not clear are not included. 
(6) Oxford English Dictionary on Compact Disc, 2nd ed. (Oxford: Oxiord 
University Press, 1994) writes in the entry tower, Ie.* "It is doubtful whether 
the ME. tor (r was a survival of the OE. form, since OF. had also tor." 
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(7) Cf. Bruce Mitchell, Old Eleglish Syletax, vol. I (Oxiord: Oxford University 
Press, 1985) , 35. 
(8) Otho reads: 
he wende bat hit were sob: bat lpe sca~e seide. 
he thought that it was tue, what the monster said. 
In Otho pe does not distinguish between the masc. and the fem. gender at all. 
List of AbbreViations 
accusative acc . 
Cal . MS. Cotton Caligula A. ix 
dative dat . 
f eminine f em. 
genitive gen. 
masc. masculine 
ME. Middle English 
MS . manuscri pt 
neut. neuter 
nom. nominative 
OE. Old English 
OF. Old French 
Otho MS. Cotton Otho C. xiii 
pl. plural 
sg. singular 
V vowel 
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